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Dear interns,
NOTE: Schedule dates have changed
INVESTIGATIVE ABILITY OF THE HUMAN ÆTHERIC ENERGY CONDITION
The SOAR “MIT” Certification Credential is the designation for our unique
investigative ability of the human Ætheric energy condition. This is a
canonical TRUE ABILITY to better perform the ubiquitous, albeit
incautious, practice of Medical Intuition.

After careful consideration, christian|TOREN has added this enhanced Training
Program to its successful SOAR Master Clairvoyant Series training. It can be standalone from the Clairvoyant series, or it can be done in combination, though to be
clear there is a different end, aim and/or focus.

The premier offering is the newly instituted “MIT” Master Intuitive training series.
More than any conventional approach to Medical Intuition, the SOAR MIT program
uses a TRUE ABILITY.
This ability necessitates the use of an [authentic vision] to ascertain the actual past,
present and future condition of the human body, one which supports correct
insight to diagnosis. Although this program will take advantage of the conventional
use of Astral energy – as taught in the clairvoyant series – authentic vision as it
pertains to Medical Intuition requires an additional ability, the aptitude to see the
entirety of the human condition through its expression in Ætheric Energy. This
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goes far and above any conventional approach to the field, because it produces
accurate results.
Authentic vision as used in the SOAR MIT program is a homogenous and judicious
blending of energy sensing. To achieve this, there are three (3) parts to the MIT
program which have similarities to the SOAR Master Clairvoyant program, but it is
not identical, nor is there the same end, or focus.
For example, the MIT program will develop a form of Psychic development, as this
will allow for an almost instantaneous indication of the KEY underlying problem
the body itself is trying to heal; however, a proprietary technique must be
introduced to produce that instantaneous result.
Also, a part is taken from the Clairvoyant program as it will be necessary to
ascertain the bodies break-down since childhood (the ability to see across time.)
To ascertain the pre-disposition to break-down according to a built-in DEFAULT
destiny, a determination using clairvoyant Astral abilities is necessary so the
practitioner can quickly ascertain MANY conditions and symptoms and conditions
that have been occurring throughout life. In addition to allowing the practitioner
to address EVERY problem condition in the body in addition to the current breakdown, this snippit from clairvoyance allows the practitioner to [insert] or interject
a corrective programming to the default destined health breakdown. This is the
“miracle” of TRUE Medical Intuition.
The subsequent collective remedy the practitioner provides interferes with the
predisposed sequence of tumbling dominoes - deliberately, and can result in
decades more healthy life and symptomless ageing. It provides insight and
suggested remedies that can be conveyed to one’s conventional doctor to better
address all known conditions, newly ascertained conditions, and health predispositions – RIGHT NOW.
This is serious work for the serious practitioner. This IS NOT an ability that has
been written about in any of the Ancient Wisdom works – or so far, it has never
been discovered. Dr. Christian is also a recognized Master Claircognizant, and this
high ability has served him well over the decades to glean the remiss or missing
information from the ancient writings.
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Dr. Christian is a vastly recognized and highly acknowledged TRUE Medical
Intuitive. He has worked tirelessly to find a way to package the wisdom and
technique he has developed over decades into a form that can be used to teach
others this greatest ability in the psychic realm. He has personally provided
diagnostic insight in Readings for MANY THOUSANDS of Doctors, medical
professionals, and those specialized in the areas of psychiatry and psychology.
NONE have ever taken difference to Dr. Christian’s determinations, and in fact,
some have even accompanied patients they have brought to see Christian.
The “gift” (Christian only uses this self-ascribed ability because it is not technically
defined in any ancient writing) is in danger of being lost – hopefully you can use
your determination, commitment, abilities and youth to keep this ability alive, and
to even take it to higher levels.

CONTACT US if you are interested in our 2018 3-part MIT Medical Intuition
program. It will be delivered in Jan, Mar and May of 2018, with each part being
delivered on a Sunday. (This allows it to also coincide with an ongoing SOAR Master
Clairvoyant Series, which occurs on Saturdays.)
ANTICIPATED DATES (Dates are still being confirmed)
th
SAT, Jan 27 ,
10 am – 5 pm …part-1 MIT ($750.)
th
SUN, Mar 11 , 10 am – 5 pm …part-2 MIT ($850.)
th
SUN, May 13 , 10 am – 5 pm …part-3 MIT ($950.)
TOTAL: $2550. Order now if you want to spread out the payments, and for Early
Bird discounts.

Sincerely,
christian|TOREN
MEDICAL INTUITION

